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Parallel Space Pro APK is an amazing app developed by LBE Tech. Table ContentsParallel SpacePackagecom.lbe.parallel.intlLBE Tech OperatorContallel Version4.0.9001 (Last)Size11MThe MOD feature Unlock PremiumAndroid 4.0.3 Sometimes you play online games and want to play multiple accounts at the same time. And this is an app that you've
been looking for for a long time. You can use multiple social media accounts, games at the same time without going out and logging into another account. This great tool will copy the app and license to run yourself. So you don't have to worry about multiple accounts. In addition, the app also has many other outstanding advantages. The standout featureThe
first feature is that I feel most satisfied with. Parallel Space has an extremely easy-to-use interface and optimizes the app it copies. Your app is not only humanized, but also optimized to the max. This way you'll have a sleek experience without worrying about the jerky frame. In particular, the Parallel Space interface is extremely beautiful and easy to use.
Using a simple interface, not too hands on will make new people quickly get to know each other. Also, you can change the interface to your own preferences.The next feature that this great app brings is that it supports all the apps you've installed and some system applications. This will be a humane new app like the newly installed and un-used app. And an
application that parallel space copies will have an ambient outline for you to easily recognize. You can also add shortcuts for the app that will be made on the home screen for simple use. The latest floating mention feature hides your favorite app. Parallel Space hides the app you want and adds to itself. This is very handy if you have some apps that want to
hide information, private photos,... but afraid of friends, lovers borrow a car and find out you can hide, some things to keep in mind to use the parallel space you have a license, right to use for that. And developer LBE Tech has promised that it is compatible and humane for all applications. But note that copying and running multiple apps will still consume
memory. Especially about batteries will cost a lot when the version opens parallel to the two applications at the same time. And the memory will also consume as a native app, you can check through the storage section in a parallel space. Alternatively, you can back up your data time to your Google account, so it won't disappear when you delete the app or
reinstall it. One more thing, but just as important. If you want to use multiple social media accounts at the same time, add Parallel Space to the list of exceptions in the backup app program. Adding to the list of exceptions will help you get timely news and no time lags. That's all the questioner wants the board to note. Read carefully to answer questions that
may arise when using them. Parallel space VERSION APK MODThe MOD opens a paid version of The Heat Space Pro APK (UNLOCK MOD) for AndroidLBE Tech is a really big release, successfully creating a parallel space. It's very convenient now I can play a lot of Vo Lam accounts and hang up at the same time. Also, you can use for a variety of
purposes. If you need to use it, download the app immediately through the link to stay right below the article. And please leave a comment, review the article to support yourself. Parallel Space now has a Lite version to reduce the app's capacity. And the app also supports both 32-bit and 64-bit operating systems to meet everyone. THE FOLLOW US Parallel
Space app was developed by LBE Tech, which allows you to simultaneously manage two different user accounts on the same Android device. It is one of the best rating tools with over 90 million users. Users can run two different accounts for any app like Facebook, Instagram, Clash of Clans, Candy Crush Saga, etc., and at the same time style their unique
space with different themes. It supports most of the apps available on Google Play. How does it work? The parallel space is based on a multi-drone, virtualize the first app on Android. The Parallel Space app is very simple. Basically, this app creates its own virtual operating system and self-management on every Android device. This virtual operating system
works just like the app works in the original Android operating environment. Thus, you allow you to run apps yourself by switching to the 2nd account at the same time. Custom Theme Feature: There's a themed store built into a parallel space where a list of custom themes is available to you. You can style your unique space with custom themes. In addition,
with one click you can switch to another topic. Use a little memory: Although Parallel Space is a very powerful app, it takes up less memory on your device, just over 2MB. It also does not require root permissions to make it work on any Android device. Switch between accounts: The Parallel Space app allows you to quickly switch between accounts at the
touch of a button. This way you can easily manage your account. Both social apps and games: You can create multiple accounts in both social media apps and gaming apps. You can easily separate your personal and work life by managing different accounts on social media platforms. In addition, you can play any game with two scores and double the fun.
Privacy Protection: The In-Place customization feature allows you to hide apps on your device. So you can hide your secret apps without worrying. It also has a security key to protect your privacy. Resolutions: Parallel spaces must be subject to permissions because all applications are added to normal functioning. Although he or she needs a work permit,
he does not collect your personal information to protect your privacy. Supported languages: The Parallel Space app supports 24 languages, making it easy for people around the world to use it. Avoid conflicts: To run multiple accounts in the latest Parallel Space app, you need to use mobile phone numbers Khac nhau đảm bảo rằng số điện thoại di động
được a kich hoạt lần ang nhập đầu của bạn để se thể th'ng b'a x'c minh gửi đến số n'y. Parallel space cực kỳ hữu ch Cho mạng x hội v' chơi game. Ngochi ra, dữ liệu từ cả hi-khoản kang thiệp lẫn, hyap việc quản tei khoản của bạn trở nyun dễ ding hơn. Th'ng kĩ thuật Tải xuống c'c ứng dụng tương tự để Parallel Space Parallel Space - Now the use of
applications on many technology devices has become a trend of users. Because there are so many things to do at the same time that can't be processed on a computer to reach its maximum potential. For example, if you want to play games and use multiple accounts, you can quickly make your character stronger. If using a computer for this purpose is still
possible, but will be much more inconvenient. But if you have a program that can support the launch of multiple applications at the same time as a clone, the work will become much more convenient. Duplicate any app on your phone Is what we are considering using your computer, but if you want to do it on a mobile device, it's impossible. But in this article I
will introduce a way that you can do this Parallel Space - Multi Accounts - Two Faces is an official app that you can easily find on every reputable page of the game that you believe in using. Users can quickly download to Google Play, but we can give you an unlocked version with many other utilities. Android 4.0.3 is enough for users to apply this app to
make more things go along on a smartphone or device. Use multiple social media accounts at the same time the mechanism of this app is pretty simple when it will simulate your app to use and create a clone so that they can work the same way. Users will log in to different accounts to make them work at the same time. Also, if you feel that using too many
clones will lead to confusion, you can customize the interface. In addition, as far as the mechanisms are concerned, these accounts function independently, which means that the existing data is not contradictory when both work simultaneously. Because the app supports two separate management applications, it will be very active, rarely delayed. You want
to quickly switch accounts by clicking only on the display button on the screen. This is an opportunity for adultery (Jker:v) is a product that many people use on the Android operating system. Evidence shows that it supports 40 million people worldwide who can play multiple games at once and use multiple accounts on their own You also don't have to worry
about the security of this app. Because when you use the installation feature incognito, it will be lurking hiding clone accounts created earlier. This will help users not to be afraid to play games or intentionally do many things at the same time without permission. The security key will make it more personalized when you don't want anyone else to be able to
touch things that are in the process. But some of the issues you need to keep in mind are access to devices. Because it directly affects the device system, it will respond positively. You just need to let it by pressing the OK key (or any method to agree to let it get involved). Also, when it starts using multiple application models at the same time, it will surely take
up a lot of memory space. Therefore, users should constantly check whether your memory is filled with junk files. Fast cleaning them will make the device work faster. Now you're ready to download Parallel Space Pro for free. Here are some notes: Please check out our guide to installation. To check the Android device processor and GPU, please use the
CPU-I app
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